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BACKGROUND

The number of road traffic accidents s very sensitive

to the outer conditions of road traffic. Variables

such as e.g. traffic intensity, traffic composition,

weather and road condition may cause large variation

in accident numbers. It is one of the main concerns

for the statistical analysis of road traffic to clarify

how the accidents are related to various background

variables. In this area of research most remains to

be done. The present state of knowledge is very limited

and most of it is of qualitative rather than quantita-

tive nature.

One important type of question in road safety research

is how large effect a specified measure or change in

road traffic regulations has on the number of accidents.

In order to answer such a question it is necessary to

study empirical data. The answer can of course not be

allowed to depend on "irrelevent" factors that have in-

fluenced the observations. The possibilities of doing

an investigation that satisfies this criterion depends

on how the data can be collected i.e. the planning of

 

the experiment and how the results can be derived i.e-

 

the statistical methods of analysis.

 

Statistical theory is based upon a rather limited num-

ber of ideas and techniques. The way in which these

ideas and techniques shall be used depends very much

on the area of application. The distributions and

structures in road traffic are of course different than

the ones in e.g. agricultural experimenting. This means

that even such fundamental techniques as regression

analysis and analysis of variance has to be adjusted

before they can be applied to the study of accident

statistics.
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The present paper is one of a series that aim to treat

some statistical methods of analysis that can be app-

lied to problems of road safety. The starting point

has always been a reallife problem for which it has

been necessary to develope an appropriate model of in-

ference.
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INTRODUCTION

Speed limits is one of the most important road safety

precautions that are in use. Many investigations have

been carried out in order to find out their effects

mainly on the number of accidents (cf Jönrup-Svensson

l97l). In Sweden the first experiments with general

speed limits took place 1961-1962. During these years

periods with general speed limit alternated with periods

with free speed.

The principle method of analysing the outcomes of the

experiments was regression analysis. Regression tech-

niques has also been used to study other materials both

in Sweden (1961 Traffic Safety Committee (1965)) and

abroad. In the first analysis a regression model with

normal distributed variables and linear means were used

(Erlander-Gustavssoon (1965)). Later developements made

it possible to use regression models where the accidents

were assumed to be Poisson distributed with linear mean

(Erlander (1969)pErlander-Gustavsson-Svensson (1972)) or

log-linear mean (Haglund (1972)-

It is of course possible to question the assumptions

both of the form of the distribution and of the reg-

ression function. We do in fact in most cases not know

very much of any of these factors and we want to use so

few unverified assumptions as possible in the statisti-

cal analysis. The Swedish analysis has mostly used the

regression of the traffic volume (the number of vehicle-

kilometers travelled) on the number of accidents. It

seems rather safe to assume that the mean number of

accidents increases with traffic volume. In this paper

a test is developed which makes it possible to compare

two increasing regression functions. This is done with

rather mild assumptions on the form of the distributions.

The test is basicly a (conservative) rank test.
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The mathematical treatment of the test is done in sec-

tion 2. In section 3 the test is applied to data from

the experiments during 1962.
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MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF THE TEST

The problem

 

Let (Xi)i=l,m and (yi)i=l,n
tions on independent random variables with values in R.

._ and (U )-_
i-l,m i i-l,n

sequences of real numbers; We will assume that xi has

be two sequences of observa-

Furthermore (Ti) are associated

the distribution function F(x-91(Ti)) and that yj has

the distribution function F(y-®2(Uj)) where both 91 and

92 are strictly increasing functions. If F is conti-

nuous and identical for the two sequences wewant to

test the hypotheses that 9 :G with special regard to
1 2

the alternative that 9 >® .
l 2

We will generalize the situation slightly. Let A be

the class of all functions Å(x,t) from R2 to R which

are strictly increasing in x and strictly decreasin in

t. Then

HO: there exist a lo in A such that Ã0(xl,Tl), . . . . ..,

Å0(xm,Tm),Ä0(yl,Ul), . . . . ..,Å0(yn,Un) are identical

distributed.

The alternatives are

A: for any ÃEA there are T-Values such that Å(y,T) is

stochastically greater than Ã(x,T).

The tests

 

Let Rll, e.. 'le,R21, ... ,R2n be the ranks of the

m+n observations xl, ... ,Xm,yl, ... ,yn and Q

the ranks of T ... ,Tm,U

11, 000 ,

,UQlm' in' °°° 'an 1' 1' °°° n°

Define the indicator variables
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I.k :[1 if Qli< Q2k and Rli> R2k
1 to otherwise

for i=l, ... ,m and k=l, ... ,n.

Theorem: Iik = 1 if and only if Å(xi,Ti)>Å(yk,Uk)

for all ÅSA.

Proof: If Iik k and Ti<U thus

If Iik = 0 then either xi<yksz1Ti<Uk

or Ti>Uk. In the first case we can choose

Å(x,t) = x - at and if O<a<(yk-xi)/(Uk-Ti)

then Å(xi,Ti)<Ã(yk,Uk).

Å(x,t) = X -bt With b>max(0,(xi-yk)/(Ti-Uk))

gives Å(xi,Ti)<Å( ,U ).

= 1 then xi>y k

In the second case

Yk

If an alternative holds we would eXpect more of the in-

dicators Iik to equal l than if HO is the case. It is

therefore reasonable to base a test on the Iik-variables.

Since the probability that Iik=l will vary with the

distance between Ti and Uk it will be convinient to

place weights on the Iik's which depend on these values.

In this paper we will let the weights depend on the Q-

ranks and use statistics of the type

Z = 2 "(Qli'sz) Iik'

Since the Ti's and Uk's are known numbers we can reorder

the indices and write

Z = 2 w. I. u
1k ik

Z Will not change if we chose Wik = 0 when Qli > Q2k.

If the Wik

O
will depend on the distribution function F and on the

's are positive numbers we shall of course

reject H when Z is too large. The distribution of Z
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regression function 9 or in the general formulation on

the function Å in A which transforms the observations

to identical distributed random variables.

Let

Jik(Ã) = 1 if Ã(x%,Ti) > Å(yk,Uk)

O otherw1se

then

Z i E Wik Jik(l) = Z(Å);

for all Å in A as a consequence of the theorem proved

above.

If ÅO is the transformation that makes {Å(xi,Ti)]i=l,m

and {Å(yi,Ui)]i=I h identically distributed then
I

Pr (Z>c) : PrÅ (Z(ÄO)>C) .'
0 Å0

Z(Å0) is a function of the rank-vector S of the m+n

observations l0(x1,Tl), ... ,l0(xm,Tm),lO(yl,U1), ... ,

Å0(yn,Un). The distribution of Z(Åo) can thus be cal-

culated with the knowledge that

Pr(S) = l/(m+n)!

The mean and variance are

E Z(ÃO) = l/2 Zwi and
k

Var Z(Å ) = l/lZ{ZTr2 + :(Zw )2 + 2(Zw )2]
O ;.ik . ik . ik °

1k 1 k k l

Using the theorem proved in the appendix we can show

that if the nik's satisfies certain regularity condi-

tion Z(ÅO) will be asymptotically normally distributed.

We can thus calculate a cmn such that
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I?Pr (Z(ÅO)>C )
AO mn

The test that rejects HO when

Z > c
mn

will thus be conservative since

PrÃ(Z>Cmn) §,E

for any value of Å. The test will in fact have the

size e since if Å0(x,t) = x then

PÄ (Z>cmn) av 8.

The Weights

 

The choice of the weights Wik should be done with

regard to the power function. There are two factors

to take into account. First the real level of signi-

ficance should be as close to the wished as possible.

Since

E Z = E Z(ÃO) = Znik(Pr(Iik=l) - 1/2)

this suggest that Wik should be choosen as a fast

decreasing function of Pr(Iik=l). Second the power

against alternatives should be as high as possible.

This means that great importance should be placed on

an observation that Iik =l when Pr(Iik=l) is small

according to the hypothesis. For this reason Wik

should not decrease too fast. We shall not here go

into any deeper investigation of the optimal choice

of weights but only suggest some possibilities:
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2)

3)

5)

{l0

when Q > Q .

otherwåse ll

when Q2 = Qli + 1

otherw1se

when Q - Qli < Q2k - Qlj j = 1,..

otherw1se

max{1/(Q2k - Qli ,0?

maxEl/<c22k - Qli),01]
2
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APPLICATION

We will applyäthe test discussed in the previous sec-

tions to a data material from Swedish speed limit ex-

periments.

Let (X1,Tl), ..... ,(Xn,Tn) be observations on the

number of traffic accidents and the traffic volume

(measured as the number of vehicle kilometers travel-

led) during n days with no speed limit and (Yl,Ul),.....,

(Ym,Um) corresponding observations for m days with

general speed limit. The problem is to find out if

for a given traffic volume the number of accidents on

days with general speed limit is (stochastically) less

than on days with no speed limit.

The outcome of this experiment has been analysed in

a number of different ways. One has been to assume

that the number of accidents are approximately normal

distributed with mean a_+b_Ti for days with free speed

and a++b+Ui for speed limit-days. With this model it

is possible to construct confidencesets and to test

hypothesis regarding the difference a_-a++(b_-b+)T in

the expected number of accidents at a given traffic

volume T. If it is also is assumed that the variance

is equal the transformation Å0(x,T)=x-a-bT where b>O

reduces the hypothesis that the regression lines are

identical to the more general hypothesis set up in

section 1 of this paper.

Isotonic regression

 

It seems very natural to assume that the mean number

of accidents increases with traffic volume. To get an

idea how this relationship looks we have calculated the

(unweighted) isotonic regression (cf Barlow et al(l972))

for the observed data both for days with free speed

and for days with a general speed limit.
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If E Xi = u. then the isotonic regression for free

speed days are the values ul, ... ,un which minimizes

the quadratic sum

l
l
P
1
U

2
(x.'ui)

i 1 l. '

under the restriction that the u's and the T's have

the same order i.e. if Ti<Tj then ui<uj. In the same

way the isotonic regression Ål, ... ,Km for speed

>limit days minimizes

m .

z (Y.-Ä.)2
j=l 3 3

under the restriction that if Ui<Uj then Åi<kj.

In figure 1 the regressions are given for the two sets

of days.
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The regression estimate for days with free speed lies

This

would be expected if the speed limit had a real effect.

well above the regression for speed limit days.

We can however not draw any conclusions only from these

estimates since they may be very uncertain due to random

variations. We can now however apply the test dis-

cussed in section 2 in order to find out if the diffe-

rences are significant or not.

The test

In figure 2 the pairs of ranks (Qli,Ril) and (QZk,R2k)

are pointed for the 51 days with free speed and the 23

days with speed limit 90 km/h which comprises the ex-

perimental period which took place during the summer

1962.

R-ranks 

70. -

60 c o

50'= . e o

40"5 . o

30 1: O 6

20' 6 0

,104: o l i D

   

f I V I " I f I ' I ' V ' I

'0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 Q-ranks

Figure 2. The ranks (Qli,Rli) for days with free speed

( 0) and (Q21,R21) for days with speed limit ( 9 ).
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With these data the test statistics

Z = zwiink

are calculated with the different weights suggested in

section 3. The results are:

 

z . E Z(ÅO) \fvar Z(Å6? (Z-E Z(ÅO))/ Var z(xo)

1) 403 480.5 72.33 -1.07

2) 11 6 1.73 2089

3) 20 11.5 3.01 2.79

4) 45.05 32.95 5.24 2.31

5) 17.43 10.00 2.21 3.36

In the appendix it is shown that Z(ÅO) is assymptoti-

cally normally distributed with this choices of

weights. If we use the normal approximation we find

that the hypothesis should be rejected at the 5 %-level

if we use the tests 2)-5). This means that the number

of accidents are lower if the speed limit is in force

than if the speed was free.
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Appendix: A limit theorem for weighted sign tests

Let xi i=l,2,.... be an infinite sequence of indepen-

dent identically distributed randomvariables and

1 if x.< X.
I: 13
ij O otherwise

We shall prove limit theorems for the sequence

2
= 0 l 'IT 0 i I 0 I

n i,]<n l] l]

where {w..]? 'm1] lil w are known real weights.
- I

22s922@_l= E Tn = 1/2 :wi-
ij ,3;

Var T = 1/12 Z(s.(n)-s(r.1))2 +
n . l. .1

1

+ l/24Z(w -w. )2
.. ij gi
1]

where

si(n) - Z Wi. and 3(2) = 2 H 1
° jgn 3 ° jgn 3

The proof only contains elementary calculations. In

the sequal we will for simplicity assume that nij=-nji

This can be obtained by a translation of Tn to

T - Z(n..+n..)/4. If this translation is done it
n 1] 31 (n) 2 2

holds E T = 0 and Var T = l/Bst . ) + l/GZW...
n n l l. .. l]

1]

We will divide the treatment of Tn into two cases

depending on weather the term

2
En..

1]

gives any contribution to the asymptotic variance or

not.
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Theorem 2: If

+ 0 when n + w

2b) max 5? /ng + 0 when n + m
1.11

theann is asymptotically normally distri-

buted.

Proof: T =.§(wij-si./n)lij +iåsi /n Iij =

, _ _ 2 _ 2 _ 2
Var Tn - l/62(1Tij si /n) - l/6(ZTTij Zsi /n)

and

, _ 2 2
Var Tn - 1/3 231. + l/GZsi. / n:

If Zal holds then Tn and Tå' are asymptotically

equivalent and furthermore

Tn = Zsi /n Ri

where Ri is the rank of xi. TE' is thus a linear rank

sum statistic and is with condition 2b) asymptotically

normally distributed according to a theorem in Hajek=
v
Sidak (1972, chap 5 §1).

Theorem 3: Let

B (i) = 2 n.. and
n i l]

2
A = 2 n.. = 2 B (i).

If

. ' 3/4
3a) ?få Bn(l) 5 ann/n where cn + 0
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3b) (älwijl) 5 aan(i)

3c) 2 N.. < b B (i)

where a and b + 0 as n + w then T
r r n

is asymptotically normally distributed with

its mean and variance as parameters.

Proof: Let {mn]n_l w be an increasing sequence of
- I

positive integers to be determined later. Divide the

interval {l,n] into the subintervals

Jén) - {(k-l)mn+l,kmn] k :1,2, ... , [b/mn] and

(n)
Jk+l

sequence of natural numbers such that 2rn< mn

= {[n/mn] mn+l,n] and let rn been1increasing

We now define the sets of pairs of indices

(n) __ . . o . (n) . (n) =
Fk _ {(i,j) , :Le:Jk and 3 eJk 3

(n) _ . . 0 . (n) . (n)

ieJ(n and 'EJ(n) and in both cases Ii- |<r ]k+l 3 k 3 ' n '

H(n) = {(i j)° iEJ(n) and °6J(n) and Ii=°|<r with k%l]kl ' ' k 3 1 3 n °

Let furthermore

if (i,j)EéJFén)
W , = ij .

ij O otherwise

» n . if (i j)êkJG(n)
,. = 13 ' k' k
13. 0 otherwise

,,, n . if (i j)elJ-H(n
_ = 13 ' ke ke

l] 0 otherwise
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Now

T = X + Y + Z
n n n

where

Xn = 2 ni' 1 'ij J J

Yn = 2 vi? 1 , and
ij 3 3

Zn - Z HET' l
ij 3 3

We shall first show that the sequences mn and rn can

be choosen in such way that Xn will be the dominating

term in the sum. To do this we will calculate the

variances of Yn and Zn with help of theorem 1.

Var Y = 1/3:(znff 2 + 1/6zw712
H l 3 13, ij 1]

g l/32r En.. + l/ÖZW., <
-_ 0 H. n i _

l 3 l]

Q
A (rn/3+l/6)åBn(i)g( [n/mn] +l)rn(rn/3+l/6)maxBn(i)

ign

since for each i there are at most rn nonzero

ningalues and there are less that (in/mn]+l)rn

i-indices in the sum.

Var Z = 1 32 En.. + 1 62N T.
n / i(j l]_? //ij 13

l/
\ l/3åar Bn(i) + l/6ZPbr Bn(i) i
- n l n

I
A (ar /3 + br /6)An

n n

2
since Zw'ff and :(nlä') only contains nonzero terms

ll] 3

such that Ii-j|>rn.
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We also know that

2 2
Var Tn - l/3;(;nij) + l/6znij 5 An/6.

1 3 13

If we choose

_ 1/4 _ -l/4
mn - (n/cn) and rn - cn we have

\ 2 3/4 \
Var Yn/Var Tn 5 6(n/mn+l)(rn/3+rn/6)cn/n i

3/4 -1/2 -1/4

I
A 6(n cn+l)(cn /3+cn /6)cn/n3/4:

cå/2(cå/4+n_3/4)(2+cå/4) + 0 as n + wI
A

and

Var Zn/Var Tn g 6(ar /3 + br /6) + 0

since rn + w as n + w.

Tn and Xn are thus asymptotically equivalent variables

Xn = Z 2 M ni.Ii.

k gå?) 3 3

is the sum of n/mn = n3/4cn independent random variables

X :2 7Ta'I0'O

nk (H) 1] l]
Flk'
k

The x '3 are independent since the terms do not have
nk

any indices in common. Since

. 3/4
An/n 5 max Bn(l) 5 Ancn/n
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it will hold that

n-l/4 < C
- n

and thus

C + °°.
11

The number of independent terms in Xn will thus grow

infinitely large as n + w. We will now show that the

terms will be uniformly asymptotically negligible.

 

 

1 1

|Tr_.| < 2 qng vi. Z \Imnmax Br1 (i)_<_
1] - J ieJIX I 5 I ..

nk F 1) iCJk jEJk k ign
k

< nå/Z nøxiB U)

i§n

and'

7

max [X I/ dVar X < 423m 3/2--°\]max B (i)/A <
nk n - n i<n n « n -

:dgjmn3/2 oli/z/n3/8 5 cå/B + 0 as n + w.

 

Lindeberg's condition for asymptotic normality is thus

satisfied and Xn is asymptotically normallydistributed

with its own moments as parameterse Because of the

asymptotic equivalence the same result applies to Tn.
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